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1. INTRODUCTION
Consider the following second-order vector difference equation
w xy= C D x q B x s lv x , n g 1, N , N G 2 1.1Ž . Ž .n n n n n n
with the boundary value conditions
C D xyx 0 00R q S s 0, 1.2Ž .xž / ž /C D xN N N
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where
w x w xC n g 0, N , B , and v n g 1, N are Hermitian d = d-matrices,Ž . Ž .n n n
w xC and C are nonsingular, v ) 0 for n g 1, N , 1.3Ž .0 N n
R and S are 2 d = 2 d-matrices, rank R , S s 2 d , 1.4Ž . Ž .
w x  4and the interval M, N denotes the set of integers M, M q 1, . . . , N .
Oscillation, nonoscillation, and disconjugacy for second-order difference
Ž wequations have been extensively studied by many authors cf., e.g. 2, 3, 5,
x .8, 9 and their references . The spectral problems for second-order scalar
Ž w x.difference equations also have been of growing interest cf., e.g. 1, 4, 6 .
w xAtkinson 1, Chap. 6 studied the scalar discrete Sturm]Liouville problem
w xy= p D x q q x s lv x , n g 1, N , 1.5Ž . Ž .n n n n n n
x s 0, x q hx s 0 1.6Ž .0 Nq1 N
w xwith p / 0 and v ) 0. In a recent paper 6 , Jirari considered then n
Ž .problem 1.5 with the more general boundary value conditions of the
following type:
x q kx s 0, x q hx s 0. 1.7Ž .0 1 Nq1 N
w xAtkinson 1, Chap. 6 also considered the vector Sturm]Liouville problem
w xy= D x q B x s lv x , n g 1, N , 1.8Ž . Ž .n n n n n
x s 0, x q Hx s 0, 1.9Ž .0 Nq1 N
where B , v , and H are Hermitian d = d-matrices with v ) 0. In thisn n n
case, it is easier to transform the problem into an equivalent spectral
problem of a certain dN = dN-Hermitian matrix.
Ž . Ž .However, the spectral problem 1.1 and 1.2 is more complicated and
still seldom studied. First, we would like to mention here that the coeffi-
cient C may be singular for 1 F n F N. Second, the second-order differ-n
Ž .ence operator in 1.1 may not be formally self-adjoint in the space of
 4Nq1 Ž .vector series x subject to the boundary value conditions 1.2 unlessn ns0
Ž . Ž .1.2 are in some sense self-adjoint. Third, even when 1.2 are self-adjoint,
the second-order difference operator still may not be self-adjoint. It
Ž .depends on whether the vectors x and x can be solved from 1.2 in0 Nq1
Ž .terms of x and x , and if this is the case, we shall call 1.2 proper1 N
Ž .self-adjoint boundary value conditions. Otherwise, if 1.2 are improper, we
shall find a smaller space in which the second-order difference operator is
self-adjoint. Based on such an analysis, we shall give an appropriate
Ž . Ž .formulation of the eigenvalue problem 1.1 and 1.2 .
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The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a definition of the
Ž .self-adjointness of the boundary value conditions 1.2 . Section 3 is devoted
to introducing a suitable admissible function space in which the corre-
sponding difference operator is self-adjoint. The fundamental spectral
results will be given in Section 4. The dual orthogonality of eigenfunctions
Ž .will be presented in the case where 1.2 are proper. In Section 5,
variational properties of eigenvalues, namely, Rayleigh's principles and
minimax theorems will be studied. A comparison result will be given at the
end of the paper.
2. SELF-ADJOINTNESS OF BOUNDARY
VALUE CONDITIONS
 4Nq1For convenience, we write x g R if x s x satisfies the boundaryi is0
Ž .value conditions 1.2 . Let l be the following second-order vector differ-
ence operator
y1 w xlx s v y= C D x q B x , n g 1, N 2.1Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n n n n
and let
Nq1 dw x  4l 0, N q 1 s x s x : x g C , 0 F i F N q 1 . 4i iis0
w x Ž .Then dim l 0, N q 1 s N q 2 d. Define
N
U² : w xx , y s y v x , x , y g l 0, N q 1 , 2.2Ž .Ý n n n
ns1
Ž . Uwhere v is as in 1.1 and y denotes the complex conjugate transposen n
of y .n
² :In the sequel, x H y denotes x, y s 0.
Ž . w xTHEOREM 2.1. Assume 1.3 holds. Then, for x, y g l 0, N q 1 ,
U² : ² :lx , y y x , ly s C D y *x y y C D xŽ .N N N N N N
Uy C D y *x y y C D x . 2.3Ž . Ž .0 0 0 0 0 0
w xProof. For any x, y g l 0, N q 1 ,
N N
U U² :lx , y s y v lx s y y= C D x q B x . 2.4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýnn n n n n n n
ns1 ns1
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Using the well-known Abel's equalities, we have
N N
U U U Uy y = C D x s yy C D x q y C D x q D y C D xŽ .Ý Ýn n n N N N 0 0 0 ny1 ny1 ny1
ns1 ns1
N
U Usyy C D x qy C D x q C D y *D xŽ .ÝN N N 0 0 0 ny1 ny1 ny1
ns1
s yyU C D x q yU C D x q C D y *xŽ .N N N 0 0 0 N N N
N
y C D y *x y = C D y *x . 2.5Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý0 0 0 n n n
ns1
Hence,
U U² :lx , y s C D y *x y y C D x y C D y *x y y C D xŽ . Ž .N N N N N N 0 0 0 0 0 0
N
q y= C D y q B y *x .Ž .Ý n n n n n
ns1
Since the summation on the right-hand side of the above relation is equal
² : Ž .to x, ly , 2.3 follows immediately, and the proof is complete.
Ž .Referring to the equality 2.3 , we naturally give the following definition.
Ž .DEFINITION 2.1. The boundary conditions 1.2 are called self-adjoint, if
NU <C D y *x y y C D x s 0 2.6Ž . Ž .0n n n n n n
whenever x, y g R.
The following result is directly implied by Theorem 2.1.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 2.2. Assume 1.3 and 1.4 hold. If the boundary ¤alue
Ž .conditions 1.2 are self-adjoint, then
² : ² :lx , y s x , ly
w xfor x, y g l 0, N q 1 and x, y g R.
w xThe following lemma is a discrete analog of 7, Proposition 2.1.1 where
the coefficient matrices are real.
Ž .LEMMA 2.1. Assume that R and S satisfy 1.4 . Then the boundary ¤alue
Ž .conditions 1.2 are self-adjoint if and only if
RS* s SR*. 2.7Ž .
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Ž . Ž . Ž .LEMMA 2.2. Assume that 1.3 and 1.4 hold, and 1.2 are self-adjoint.
Then x g R if and only if there exists a unique ¤ector j g C2 d such that
C D xyx 0 00 s yS*j , s R*j . 2.8Ž .xž / ž /C D xN N N
Proof. The proof of the sufficiency part and the existence of j in the
w xnecessity part is similar to that of 7, Proposition 2.1.2 . It suffices to show
Ž .the uniqueness of j . We first rewrite 2.8 as
yC C 0 0 x0 0 0
0 0 yC C xN N 1R , S *j s , 2.9Ž . Ž .
I 0 0 0 xd N 0 0 x0 0 yI 0 Nq1d
Ž .and then multiply both sides from the left by R, S . Now j can be
Ž . Ž .Ž .uniquely solved from 2.9 since R, S R, S * s RR* q SS* is nonsingu-
lar. The proof is complete.
3. ADMISSIBLE FUNCTION SPACE AND
SELF-ADJOINTNESS OF THE
DIFFERENCE OPERATOR
3.1. The Admissible Function Space
Ž . Ž .In this section, we always suppose that 1.3 and 1.4 hold and the
Ž .boundary value conditions 1.2 are self-adjoint. Before constructing the
appropriate admissible function space, we give an outline of the procedure.
Let
R s R , R , S s S , S ,Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2
Ž .where R and S j s 1, 2 and 2 d = d-matrices. By Lemma 2.2, x g R ifj j
and only if there exists a unique vector j g C2 d such that
x s SUj , x s Cy1RU q SU j ,Ž .0 1 1 0 1 1
3.1Ž .
x s ySUj , x s Cy1RU y SU j .Ž .N 2 Nq1 N 2 2
Set
r s rank R q S C , S .Ž .1 1 0 2
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Then 0 F r F 2 d. The value of r is crucial in the following discussions. To
Ž .see this, let us rewrite 1.2 as
C 0 x x0 0 1V s S C , R y S C , 3.2Ž . Ž .1 0 2 2 Nx xž / ž /ž /0 yC Nq1 NN
where
V s R Cy1 q S , S .Ž .1 0 1 2
If the matrix V is nonsingular, that is, r s 2 d, then the boundary value
Ž . Ž .conditions 1.2 are proper since 3.2 are solvable for x and x . In this0 Nq1
case, since x and x are not weighted by the weighting function v, the0 Nq1
w x  w x 4Nd-dimensional space L 0, N q 1 [ x g l 0, N q 1 : x g R might be
Ž .admissible. On the other hand, if r - 2 d, then from 3.2 we see that the
2 d components of x and x themselves are linked by 2 d y r relations.1 N
Recall that x and x are, respectively, weighted by v and v in the first1 N 1 N
Ž .and the last vector equations of 1.1 . In the two vector equations, upon
some transformation, only r scalar equations are really weighted and the
rest 2 d y r ones involve x , x , x , x , x , and x but not l, and0 1 2 Ny1 N Nq1
hence, can be viewed as extra conditions for the admissible functions. We
shall now assert this as follows.
Ž w x.By a standard matrix theory cf. 11 , there exist 2 d = 2 d-unitary
matrices P and Q such that
 4P*VQ s diag 0, T , 3.3Ž .
where T is an r = r-matrix with rank T s r. Let
P s P , P , Q s Q , Q ,Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2
Ž .where P and Q are 2 d = 2 d y r -matrices, P and Q are 2 d = r-1 1 2 2
Ž .matrices. From 3.3 and the unitarity of Q, we find that
QU Q s I , QU Q s 0 , QU Q s I , 3.4Ž .1 1 2 dyr 1 2 Ž2 dyr .=r 2 2 r
PU V s 0 , Q s V*P TUy 1. 3.5Ž .1 Ž2 dyr .=2 d 2 2
Ž . Ž .From 3.1 and 3.3 one sees that
x1  4s Q diag 0, T* P*j s 0 , Q T* P*j , 3.6Ž .Ž .2 d=Ž2 dyr . 2yxž /N
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Ž .and hence, by 3.4 ,
QU xT , yxT s 0. 3.7Ž .Ž .1 1 N
Ž .The first and the last relations in 1.1 can be written as
y1 Ãv 0 yC x q B x y C xx 1 0 0 1 1 1 21l s y1yxž / ž / ÃN ž /0 v C x y B x q C xN Ny1 Ny1 N N N Nq1
Ã Ž . Ž .with B s B q C q C . From 3.7 , we can then get 2 d y r scalarn n n ny1
equations
y1 Ãv 0 yC x q B x y C x1 0 0 1 1 1 2UQ s 0, 3.8Ž .1 y1ž / Ãž /0 v C x y B x q C xN Ny1 Ny1 N N N Nq1
Ž .and write, for convenience, x g A if x satisfies 3.8 . Since the parameter
Ž . Ž .l is missing in 3.8 , we naturally regard 3.8 as additional conditions to
Ž .the boundary value conditions 1.2 , that is, we introduce the following
admissible function space:
2 w x w xL 0, N q 1 s x g l 0, N q 1 : x g R and x g A . 4v
2 w xWe shall examine the space L 0, N q 1 more closely for later discus-v
Ž .sions. Using 3.4 , one can conclude that x g A if and only if x satisfies
ÃyC x q B x y C x v 00 0 1 1 1 2 1s Q y 3.9Ž .2ž /0 vÃž / NC x y B x q C xNy1 Ny1 N N N Nq1
r Ž .for some y g C . Since C and C are nonsingular, 3.9 implies0 N
y1 Ã y1C B x y C x yC v 0Ž .x 0 1 1 1 2 0 10 s q Q y.2y1x y1ž / ž /ÃNq1 0 C v 0C yC x q B xŽ . N NN Ny1 Ny1 N N
3.10Ž .
2 w x Ž . Ž .Let x g L 0, N q 1 . Inserting 3.10 into the boundary conditions 1.2v
Ž .or 3.2 yields
ÃB x y C x1 1 1 2 4V diag v , v Q y s V1 N 2 Ãž /C x y B xNy1 Ny1 N N
x1y S C , R y S CŽ .1 0 2 2 N xž /N
\ f x , x , x , x . 3.11Ž . Ž .1 2 Ny1 N
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Ž .From 3.3 , we have
TT 4V diag v , v Q s P 0 , J , 3.12Ž .Ž .1 N 2 r=Ž2 dyr .
where
U  4J s TQ diag v , v Q2 1 N 2
is a nonsingular r = r-matrix since rank T s rank Q s r and v and v2 1 N
Ž . Ž .are positive definite. Multiplying 3.11 from the left by P*, from 3.12 and
Ž . Ž U .3.5 particularly P S s 0 , we have1 2
PU S C x q R x s 0, 3.13Ž . Ž .1 1 0 1 2 N
y s Jy1PU f x , x , x , x . 3.14Ž . Ž .2 1 2 Ny1 N
Now we get a useful characterization for a sequence x to be a member
2 w xof L 0, N q 1 .v
2 w x Ž .PROPOSITION 3.1. x g L 0, N q 1 if and only if x satisfies 3.10 andv
Ž . Ž .3.13 in which y is determined by 3.14 .
The following result concerning ranks of matrices will be needed later
and its proof is omitted.
LEMMA 3.1. Let A be an m = s-matrix and B be an s = n-matrix with
w xm F s F n. If rank A s m and rank B s s, then rank AB s m.
2 w x Ž .PROPOSITION 3.2. m s dim L 0, N q 1 s N y 2 d q r.v
Ž .Proof. By Proposition 3.1 and 3.13 , it is sufficient to show
Urank P S C , R s 2 d y r . 3.15Ž . Ž .1 1 0 2
It is evident that the rank of the matrix
0 0 Cy1 00
0 I 0 0dK s S C , R , V s R , SŽ . Ž .1 0 2 C 0 I 00 d 0
0 0 0 Id
Ž .is equal to 2 d. Using 3.5 , and by Lemma 3.1, one can conclude that
U Uw xrank P K s rank P S C , R , 0 s 2 d y r .Ž .1 1 1 0 2 2 d=2 d
Ž .Therefore 3.15 holds. This completes the proof.
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Finally, we have the following conclusion.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 3.1. Assume that 1.3 and 1.4 hold. If the boundary ¤alue
Ž . 2 w xconditions 1.2 are self-adjoint, then L 0, N q 1 is an m-dimensionalv
Ž .Hilbert space with the inner product defined by 2.2 .
3.2. The Self-Adjointness of the Difference Operator
Let
< 2L s l ,L w0, Nq1xv
Ž .where l is the operator defined in 2.1 .
2 w xPROPOSITION 3.3. The difference operator L maps L 0, N q 1 into itself.v
2 w x Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. For x g L 0, N q 1 , Lx , Lx , . . . , and Lx are deter-v 1 2 N
Ž .mined by 2.2 . Let
y1 ÃC B Lx y C LxŽ . Ž .Lx 1 2Ž . 0 1 10 s
y1ž /LxŽ . Ã 0Nq1 C yC Lx q B LxŽ . Ž .Ny1 NN Ny1 N
yCy1v 00 1q Q y , 3.16Ž .Ã2y1ž /0 C vN N
Ž .where y is determined by 3.14 with x , x , x , and x replaced byÃ 1 2 Ny1 N
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 4Nq1Lx , Lx , Lx , and Lx , respectively. Obviously, Lx s Lx1 2 Ny1 N i is0
Ž .satisfies 3.10 .
2 w xBy Proposition 3.1, in order to show Lx g L 0, N q 1 , it is sufficient tov
Ž . Ž . Ž .show that Lx and Lx satisfy 3.13 ; that is,1 N
Ud s P S C Lx q R Lx s 0.Ž . Ž .1 N1 1 0 2
Ž .In fact, since x satisfies 3.10 by Proposition 3.1, we have
TT TLx , y Lx s Q y ,Ž . Ž .Ž .1 N 2
Ž . Ž .Ž y1where y is determined by 3.14 . In addition, S C , yR R C q1 0 2 1 0
. Ž .S , S * is Hermitian by Lemma 2.1. Hence, from 3.5 ,1 2
TT TU Ud s P S C , yR Lx , y Lx s P S C , yR Q yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 N1 1 0 2 1 1 0 2 2
s PU S C , yR R Cy1 q S , S *P T*y1 y s 0.Ž . Ž .1 1 0 2 1 0 1 2 2
The proof is complete.
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According to Theorems 2.2 and 3.1 and Proposition 3.3, the following
result can be directly obtained.
THEOREM 3.2. Assume that the assumptions in Theorem 3.1 hold. Then
the difference operator L is self-adjoint.
4. THE SPECTRAL THEORY
DEFINITION 4.1. A complex number l is called an eigenvalue of
Ž . Ž . w x1.1 ] 1.2 if there exists x g l 0, N q 1 which is nonzero and solves the
Ž . Ž .problem 1.1 ] 1.2 , and the nonzero solution x is called an eigenfunction
Ž Ž ..corresponding to l denoted by x l .
Ž . Ž .According to the discussions in Section 3, any eigenfunction of 1.1 ] 1.2
2 w xis in the space L 0, N q 1 . Therefore, the following fundamental spectralv
Ž . Ž .results of 1.1 ] 1.2 can be directly concluded by Theorem 3.2 and by
employing the spectral theory of self-adjoint linear operators in Hilbert
spaces.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 4.1. Assume that 1.3 and 1.4 hold and the boundary
Ž . Ž .conditions 1.2 are self-adjoint. Let rank R q S C , S s r and m s1 1 0 2
Ž .N y 2 d q r.
Ž . Ž . Ž .1 The eigen¤alue problem 1.1 ] 1.2 has m real eigen¤alues
l , l , . . . , l 4.1Ž .1 2 m
Ž .multiplicity included and m linearly independent eigenfunctions
x l , x l , . . . , x l , 4.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 m
which are orthogonal and normalized, that is,
N
U² :x l , x l s x l v x l s d , 1 F i , j F m. 4.3Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ýi j n j n n i i j
ns1
Ž . Ž . Ž .2 The eigenfunction basis of 1.1 ] 1.2 consists of m linearly inde-
Ž .pendent eigenfunctions 4.2 and is complete for the admissible function space
2 w x 2 w xL 0, N q 1 , that is, for each x g L 0, N q 1 , there exists a unique set ofv v
 4m w xscalars a ; C such that, for n g 0, N q 1 ,k ks1
m
x s a x l , 4.4Ž . Ž .Ýn k n k
ks1
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where
N
U² :a s x , x l s x l v x , 1 F k F m , 4.5Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýk k n k n n
ns1
and the following Parse¤al's equality holds
m
2² : < <x , x s a . 4.6Ž .Ý k
ks1
Ž .3 The difference operator L has the spectral resolution
m ‘
2 w xLx s l P x s l dE x , ; x g L 0, N q 1 ,Ž . Ý Hn k k n l n v
y‘ks1
w xn g 0, N q 1 , 4.7Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .with Lx and Lx being as in 3.16 , the projecti¤e operators0 Nq1
w xP x l s d x l , 1 F k , j F m , n g 0, N q 1 4.8Ž . Ž .Ž .k n j k j n k
and the projecti¤e operator-¤alued function
¡ P , l G 0Ý k
0-l Flk~E s 4.9Ž .l y P , l - 0.Ý k¢
l-l F0k
Ž .THEOREM 4.2 Dual Orthogonality . Assume all the assumptions in
Ž .Theorem 4.1 hold. If the boundary ¤alue conditions 1.2 are proper, i.e.,
Ž .r s 2 d, then m s Nd and the Nd eigenfunctions 4.2 in Theorem 4.1 satisfy
the dual orthogonality
Nd
U y1 w xx l x l s d v , i , j g 1, N . 4.10Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý i k j k i j j
ks1
Ž Ž .. Ž .Proof. Let X s x l . Then 4.3 can be written asi j Nd=Nd
 4X*diag v , v , . . . , v X s I .1 2 N Nd
So X is nonsingular and
y1 y1  4X* X s diag v , v , . . . , v .1 2 N
Ž .This implies that 4.10 holds. The proof is complete.
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5. VARIATIONAL PROPERTIES OF EIGENVALUES
AND A COMPARISON THEOREM
In this section, we study the variational properties of eigenvalues for the
Ž . Ž .difference problem 1.1 ] 1.2 in the general case r F 2 d.
Suppose that all the assumptions in Theorem 4.1 hold. Then, by Theo-
Ž . Ž .rem 4.1, there exist m real eigenvalues for the problem 1.1 ] 1.2 ,
arranged in the increasing order
l F l F ??? F l 5.1Ž .1 2 m
Ž . Ž . Ž .and m orthogonal and normalized eigenfunctions x l , x l , . . . , x l .1 2 m
Ž .We introduce a Rayleigh quotient for the difference equation 1.1 as
follows:
N² : ² : w x  4R x s lx , x r x , x , x g l 0, N q 1 with x9 [ x / 0,Ž . i is1
5.2Ž .
Ž . Ž w x .where l is as in 2.1 cf. 7 for the continuous case .
Ž .THEOREM 5.1 Rayleigh's Principle . Assume that all the assumptions in
Theorem 4.1 hold. Then
2 w xl F R x F l , ; x g L 0, N q 1 with x / 0, 5.3Ž . Ž .1 m v
2 w xl s min R x : x g L 0, N q 1 with x / 0 , 5.4Ž . Ž . 41 v
2 w xl s max R x : x g L 0, N q 1 with x / 0 , 5.5Ž . Ž . 4m v
and for 2 F k F m y 1,
2 w xl s min R x : x g L 0, N q 1 , x H x l , 1 F j F k y 1, x / 0 ,Ž . Ž . 4k v j
5.6Ž .
2 w xs max R x : x g L 0, N q 1 , x H x l , m y k F j F m , x / 0 .Ž . Ž . 4v j
5.7Ž .
2 w xProof. By Theorems 3.1 and 4.1, for each x g L 0, N q 1 with x / 0v
 4m Ž . Ž .there exists a unique set of scalars a ; C such that 4.4 and 4.5k ks1
m < < 2 ² : Ž . Ž .hold and Ý a s x, x ) 0. Using 4.3 and 4.4 , one can find thatks1 k
m
2² : < <Lx , x s l a .Ý k k
ks1
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Then we see that
m m
2 2< < < <R x s l a a . 5.8Ž . Ž .Ý Ýk k k
ks1 ks1
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Obviously, R x l s l 1 F k F m . Hence, 5.3 , 5.4 , and 5.5 followk k
Ž .directly from 5.8 .
Ž . Ž .Furthermore, if x H x l , 1F jFky1, then 5.8 holds with a s ??? sj 1
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..a s 0. This implies R x G l . Thus, 5.6 follows from R x l s l .ky1 k k k
Ž .Finally, 5.7 can be shown similarly and the proof is complete.
Ž . Ž .Next we give some variational properties of the eigenvalues of 1.1. ] 1.2
involving no eigenfunctions.
Ž .THEOREM 5.2 Minimax Theorem . Let the assumptions of Theorem 4.1
hold. Then, for 1 F k F m,
Ž1. Ž2. Žmyk . Ž j. 2 w xl s min G z , z , . . . , z : z g L 0, N q 1 , 1 F j F m y kŽ . 4k v
5.9Ž .
Ž1. Ž2. Žky1. Ž j. 2 w xl s max g z , z , . . . , z : z g L 0, N q 1 , 1 F j F k y 1Ž . 4k v
5.10Ž .
Ž Ž1. Ž2. Žmyk ..  Ž . 2 w x Ž j.with G z , z , . . . , z s max R x : x g L 0, N q 1 , x H z , 1 Fv
4 Ž Ž1. Ž2. Žky1..  Ž . 2 wj F m y k, x / 0 and g z , z , . . . , z s min R x : x g L 0, N qv
x Ž j. 41 , x H z , 1 F j F k y 1, x / 0 .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. The proof of 5.9 and 5.10 is similar to that of 5.6 and 5.7
in Theorem 5.1 and therefore omitted.
2 w xWe observe that an element of L 0, N q 1 satisfies the boundaryv
Ž . Ž .value conditions 1.2 as well as the additional conditions 3.8 in which
more data are involved, and hence, in general, Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 are
more difficult to use. Therefore, it is worth giving similar results in the
larger space
w x w xL 0, N q 1 s x g l 0, N q 1 : x g R . 4
To do so, we shall first prove two lemmas.
Ž . w xBy Lemma 2.2 and 2.9 , one sees that dim L 0, N q 1 s Nd. If r - 2 d,
w xthe eigenfunction basis is not complete in L 0, N q 1 . However, we still
have a partial result.
LEMMA 5.1. Assume that the assumptions in Theorem 4.1 hold. Then, for
w x  4many x g L 0, N q 1 , there exists a unique set of scalars a ; C suchk ks1
Ž . w x Ž . Ž .that 4.4 holds for n g 1, N , and 4.5 and 4.6 are ¤alid.
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w xProof. Let x g L 0, N q 1 . By Lemma 2.2 there exists a unique j such
Ž .that 2.8 holds. Let h be the r-vector consisting of the last r components
Ž .of P*j . From 3.6 ,
x 01 s Q s Q T*h . 5.11Ž .2ž /yxž / T*hN
Ž . w xSimilarly, for x l g L 0, N q 1 we define the corresponding r-vectorj
Ž .h l as above, j s 1, . . . m. Now we havej
TTT T T T Tx9 s x , x , . . . , x s L 0 , z ,Ž . Ž .1 2 N 1=Ž2 dyr .
5.12Ž .TT Tx9 l s L 0 , z l , 1 F j F m ,Ž . Ž .Ž .j 1=Ž2 dyr . j
where
TTT T T T T Tz s h , x , . . . , x , z l s h l , x l , . . . , x l ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .2 Ny1 j j 2 j Ny1 j
5.13Ž .
I 0 0d
0 0 IL s diag Q, I diag 0 , T*, I . 4  4ŽNy2.d ŽNy2.d 2 dyr ŽNy2.d 00 yI 0d
Ž . Ž . Ž .It follows from 3.10 , 3.14 , and the linear independence of x l ,1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .x l , . . . , x l that z l , z l , . . . , z l are linearly independent,2 m 1 2 m
and so there exist a g C, k s 1, . . . , m, such thatk
m
z s a z l . 5.14Ž . Ž .Ý k k
ks1
Ž . w x Ž . Ž . Ž .Then 4.4 holds for n g 1, N from 5.11 and 5.14 . Finally, 4.5 and
Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .4.6 can be concluded by the orthogonality 4.3 of x l 1 F j F m . Thej
proof is complete.
Ž .In the case where the boundary value conditions 1.2 are improper, for
w xx g L 0, N q 1 , x and x cannot be uniquely determined by x and0 Nq1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .x from 1.2 , and hence, lx and lx cannot be determined by x9, theN 1 N
² :inner terms of x. However, in some cases, it suffices to determine lx, x
with x9, and this turns out to be true.
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LEMMA 5.2. Assume all the assumptions in Theorem 4.1 hold. Then for
w x ² :any x g L 0, N q 1 , lx, x is determined by x9 and
m
2² : < <lx , x s l a , 5.15Ž .Ý k k
ks1
 4mwhere a is the same as in Lemma 5.1.k ks1
w x Ž .Proof. Let x g L 0, N q 1 . Let h and h l , 1 F j F m, be defined asj
in the proof of Lemma 5.1. Then
² : U Uw xlx , x s y x C x q x C x q b x9 5.16Ž . Ž .1 0 0 N N Nq1
with
U UÃ Ãb x9 s x B x y C x q x yC x q B xŽ . 1 1 1 1 2 N Ny1 Ny1 N N
Ny1
Uq x v lx .Ž .Ý nn n
ns2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž y1From 3.1 , 3.3 , and 5.11 , referring to the fact that G s R C q1 0
.Ž .S , S S C , yR q S C * is Hermitian, one can conclude that1 2 1 0 2 2 N
0U Ug s x C x q x C x s 0, h* P*GP , 5.17Ž . Ž .1 0 0 N N Nq1 hž /
g l s xU l C x l q xU l C x lŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .j 1 j 0 0 j N j N Nq1 j
0
s 0, h* l P*GP . 5.18Ž .Ž .Ž .j h lŽ .ž /j
² : Ž . Ž .Then g , and hence lx, x , is determined by x9 from 5.11 , 5.12 , and
Ž . Ž .5.13 . Furthermore, from 5.14 , we have
m
h s a h l . 5.19Ž . Ž .Ý k k
ks1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .So, from 4.3 , 4.4 , and 5.16 to 5.19 ,
m m m
2U U² : ² : < <lx , x s a a lx l , x l s a a l d s l a .Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ýj k k j j k k jk k k
j, ks1 j , ks1 ks1
This completes the proof.
Now, Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 enable us to establish Rayleigh's principle and
w xa minimax theorem on L 0, N q 1 , which are parallel to those in Theo-
rems 5.1 and 5.2, respectively, and we omit their proofs.
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Ž .THEOREM 5.3 Rayleigh's Principle . Assume that the assumptions in
Theorem 4.1 hold. Then
w xl F R x F l , ; x g L 0, N q 1 with x9 / 0Ž .1 m
w xl s min R x : x g L 0, N q 1 with x9 / 0 4Ž .1
w xl s max R x : x g L 0, N q 1 with x9 / 0 , 4Ž .m
and for 2 F k F m y 1,
w xl s min R x : x g L 0, N q 1 , x H x l , 1 F j F k y 1, x9 / 0 ,Ž . 4Ž .k j
w xs max R x : x g L 0, N q 1 , x H x l , m y k F j F m , x9 / 0 .Ž . 4Ž .j
Ž .THEOREM 5.4 Minimax Theorem . Let all the assumptions of Theorem
4.1 hold. Then, for 1 F k F m,
Ž1. Žmyk . Ž j. w xl s min G z , . . . , z : z g L 0, N q 1 , 1 F j F m y k 4Ž .k
Ž1. Žky1. Ž j. w xs max g z , . . . , z : z g L 0, N q 1 , 1 F j F k y 1 4Ž .
Ž Ž1. Žmyk ..  Ž . w x Ž j.with G z , . . . , z s max R x : x g L 0, N q 1 , x H z , 1 F j F
4 Ž Ž1. Žky1..  Ž . w xm y k, x9 / 0 and g z , . . . , z s min R x : x g L 0, N q 1 , x H
Ž j. 4z , 1 F j F k y 1, x9 / 0 .
Finally, we compare the eigenvalues of two difference problems by
applying Theorem 5.4. Consider the two difference equations
Ž i. Ž i. w xy= C D x q B x s lv x , n g 1, N 5.20Ž .Ž .n n n n n n i
with the boundary value conditions
C Ž i.D xyx 0 00R q S s 0, i s 1, 2. 5.21Ž .iŽ i.xž / ž /N C D xN N
Ž . Ž .Assume that the assumptions in Theorem 4.1 hold for 5.20 , 5.21 ,i i
i s 1, 2, and
C Ž1. s C Ž2. , C Ž1. s C Ž2. . 5.22Ž .0 0 N N
Ž Ž1. . Ž Ž2. .Then, by Theorem 4.1, rank R q S C , S s rank R q S C , S s r1 1 0 2 1 1 0 2
Ž . Ž . Ž i.Ž .and the problem 5.20 ] 5.21 has m real eigenvalues l 1 F k F m ,i i k
i s 1, 2, ordered increasingly.
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THEOREM 5.5. Let all the assumptions in Theorem 4.1 hold for the
Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .problems 5.20 ] 5.21 i s 1, 2 and let 5.22 hold. Ifi i
Ž1. Ž2. Ž1. Ž2. w x w xC F C , B F B , for j g 1, N y 1 , n g 1, N , 5.23Ž .j j n n
then
lŽ1. F lŽ2. , 1 F k F m. 5.24Ž .k k
Ž . Ž i.Ž w x.Furthermore, if the inequalities in 5.23 for B n g 1, N are strict, thenn
Ž .all the inequalities of 5.24 are strict.
Ž . Ž . Ž . wProof. In view of 5.22 , 5.21 and 5.21 are the same. Let L 0,1 2
x w x Ž . w xN q 1 be the subspace of l 0, N q 1 subject to 5.21 . For x g L 0, N q 1
with x9 / 0, let
Ž i. y1 Ž i. Ž i. Ž i. Ž i.² : ² :l x s v y= C D x q B x , R x s l x , x r x , x ,Ž . Ž .Ž .n n n n n n
Ž . Ž . Ž i.for i s 1, 2. Using 2.6 and 2.7 with lx replaced by l x, we get that
² Ž2. : ² Ž1. :l x , x y l x , x
U U U UŽ2. Ž1. Ž2. Ž1.s yx C D x q x C D x q x C D x y x C D xN N N N N N 0 0 0 0 0 0
N N
U UŽ2. Ž1. Ž2. Ž1.q D x C y C D x q x B y B xŽ . Ž .Ý Ýny1 ny1 ny1 ny1 n n n n
ns1 ns1
G 0.
w xWe then have for x g L 0, N q 1 with x9 / 0,
RŽ1. x F RŽ2. x ,Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .which implies 5.24 by Theorem 5.4. Moreover, if the inequalities in 5.23
Ž i.Ž w x. ² Ž2. : ² Ž1. :for B n g 1, N are strict, then l x, x y l x, x ) 0 for x gn
w x Ž .L 0, N q 1 with x9 / 0. Hence, all the inequalities of 5.24 are strict and
this completes the proof.
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